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About the
Thought For Food Foundation
Thought for Food is the leading global organization
engaging and empowering the next generation to
feed 9+billion people by 2050.
We work with thousands of youth from over 160
countries and organize a number of activities that
bring the next generation voice into the conversation
and solution development about the future of food
and agriculture.
We help build talent, develop innovations and raise
the reputation of the industry as a whole. Thought
For Food is a 501c3 non-profit entity.
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About the
Thought For Food Program
●

The 2018 TFF Challenge is an annual, global
competition that incubates and accelerates new,
youth-led food and agriculture projects. Since
2013, thousands of new ideas have been
developed based on our robust curriculum and
training programs, and more than 40 new
ventures have been launched.

●

The annual TFF Academy and Summit bring
together interdisciplinary leaders from science,
entrepreneurship, industry, policy, and design to
explore, debate and create ‘what’s next’ in food
and agriculture. As a core part of these programs,
we provide access to our Design Thinking Lab,
Startup Bootcamp, and Leadership Skill-building
Masterclasses.
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Christine Gould, Founder & CEO
Christine has track-record of successfully implementing
open innovation and new types of business models in the
ag industry, and was instrumental in the creation of
Syngenta’s open licensing platform - a trailblazing solution
for improving access to beneficial IP by plant breeders
around the world. She is also an invited public speaker and
contributor on the new minds, methods and technologies
shaping the future of agriculture.
Christine holds an MPA with a concentration in Science
and Technology Policy from Columbia University, and has
worked in various public and private organizations on
ag-related projects in NYC, Washington, DC, Brussels,
Port-au-Prince and Basel. She sits on the Boards of
YPARD (Young Professionals in Ag Development) and the
Association for Vertical Farming, and was selected as a
Founding Member of the Ashoka League of Intrapreneurs.
Her personal interests include architecture and dancing
(especially to electronic music).
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our vision: transformative problem solving
individual impact

idea generation

industry change

————————————
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————————————

————
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Engage and empower next-gen

Catalyze, accelerate and support

Solve the food & ag sector’s reputation,

entrepreneurs and innovators to shape

early-stage food & ag startups: train,

talent and innovation challenges.

the future of food & ag.

mentor, connect, fund.

———
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what we do: inspiration

action

movement

tff community

tff challenge

tff academy & summit

• Global network – 160 countries

• “Collaborative competition”

• Annual flagship event, with

• 12,000+ young, talented stars

• Hundreds of new ideas and

• Top universities
• Industry experts
• Major corporations

business ventures every year
• State-of-the-art tools like
Design Thinking Lab

• Investors and donors

• Mentorship

• Media

• Startup Bootcamp

hundreds of young innovators and
entrepreneurs, industry executives,
investors, scientists, policymakers
and more
• Co-create solutions through
unconventional programs
• Celebrate and award
next-generation solutions
• Previous editions in Brussels, Berlin,
Lisbon, Zurich and Amsterdam

we shape the global food system together with the next generation
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Meet the 10 Finalist Teams of the
2018 TFF Challenge
Thought For Food is pleased to announce the 10
Teams that have been selected as Finalists in the
2018 TFF Challenge.
Picked from over 800 teams from 160 countries, the
Finalists will now move to Round 2 of the global
competition, where they will take part in an 9-week
Startup Bootcamp, receiving intense mentorship and
training followed by the opportunity to pitch and win
up to $25,000 in grant funding at the TFF Summit in
Rio de Janeiro in July 2018.

Read the press release here.
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Join for the first-ever TFF Academy
and the annual TFF Summit!
The new TFF Academy is a 4-day immersive learning
experience from July 23-26, designed for 200 future
food and ag leaders.
The TFF Summit takes place in the Museum of
Tomorrow on July 27, bringing together the world’s
food and agriculture innovators, industry leaders,
investors, policy makers and media.
Ticket-only event!
Museum of Tomorrow
Praça Mauá, 1
Centro, Rio de Janeiro
RJ, 20081-240, Brazil
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our engagement and impact to date
to date we have engaged
12,000+

20

20,000+

participants

community and pipeline

followers on social

partners

media

160

1500

50,000+

countries

universities

impressions per post

40+

263

15,000+

startups created

ambassadors

monthly website visits

9

25

20,000+

corporate partners

members of the

newsletter subscribers

Next Gen Council
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previous speakers, sponsors, partners
past speakers (select list):

previous sponsors (select list)

past partners (select list):

Peter Diamandis,

Kirchner Impact Fund

Founder, X Prize

Rockstart

————————————————————

Food & Tech Connect

Tim O’Reilly,
Founder & CEO, O’Reilly Media
—————————————————————

Ellen de Brabander,
SVP PepsiCo

Venture Beat
Mold
Singularity University
Waag Society

—————————————————————

Earlham Institute

Ron Garin,

Science/ Disrupt

Astronaut

Food X
Yield Lab

Julie Borlaug,

Ideo

Borlaug Institute for International Ag

Google <X>

———————————————————
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find us on the social web!
channels

Twitter: @thoughtforfood_
Facebook: @tffchallenge
Linkedin: @Thought For Food
Instagram: @thoughtforfood_org

main tags

#TFFSummit #TFFAcademy
#TFFMultispectral #TFFChallenge
Academy tickets on Eventbrite
Summit tickets on Eventbrite
Visit www.thoughtforfood.org for more info!

important dates
22.05:
31.05:

Announcement TFF Challenge Finalist Teams
Last Day of Early-Birds Tickets
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#tffchallenge on social media

media coverage (select)

here’s what people have to say

“You’ll never be the

“Bold leadership, truly

same again. The world

global, and the right

will never be the same

mix of sponsors &

again.”

partners.”

“Our industry needs more
events like the TFF
Summit to push ourselves
forward.”

“The TFF program has a

“TFF changed my life

tangible return on investment.”

forever. It's mind blowing.”
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ready to help us spread the
word about our impact
towards shaping the
future of food and
agriculture?
We’re happy to create a customized partnership pack for you.
Please get in touch with Monika Jiang for more details.
monika@tffchallenge.com | +49 159 01222 787

#whatsnext
let’s work together to shape the future

Monika Jiang | Communications Manager
https://thoughtforfood.org/

